Imaginative Sex

In1974, the author of the controversial and
popularGornovels revealed his vision for
an exciting, fulfilling sex life for
all.Imaginative Sexoutlines John Normans
philosophy on relations between the sexes.
In the first nine chapters, from Imaginative
Sex: The New Sexual Revolution, through
Love, Hunters and Evolution, Marriage,
Sex and Normality, Sex and the Brain,
Marriage and the Ventilation of Emotions,
Privacy, Disease, Requirements for
Imaginative
Sex,
to
Imaginative
Techniques, Norman details and develops
his theories and ideas about sex in the
modern age. In the tenth chapter, Sensuous
Fantasies: Recipes for Pleasure, he presents
fifty?three
scenarios
designed
to
reintroduce fantasy and intimacy to the
bedroom.
Examples
include:
the
Aphrodisiac
Fantasy,
the
Rites?of?Submission Fantasy, the Lady
Fantasy,
the
I?Am?His?Slave?Girl
Fantasy, the Safari Fantasy, and the
Blindfolded?Lovers Fantasy, as well as
many other sensuous suggestions, detailed
for the enjoyment of all truly adult
readers.Find out what really lies behind the
philosophy of Gor and the ways in which
role-playing can spice up any love life. The
book ends with an epilogue and a set of
appendices that cover these important
topics: Garments, Ties, Apparel in Fantasy,
Notes on How to Buy a Slave Girl, and
Notes on Investments, Documents, and
Conception.
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author of the controversial and popular Gor novels revealed his vision for an exciting, Imaginative Sex with 53 detailed
scenarios for sensual fantasies and a revolutionary new guide to male-female relations by John Norman is1 quote from
Imaginative Sex: Life is too short and too precious to waste it living out someone elses values. We must find our own.In
1974, the author of the controversial and popular Gor novels revealed his vision for an exciting, fulfilling sex life for all.
Imaginative Sex outlines JohnImaginative Sex John Norman ISBN: 9780759217287 Kostenloser Versand fur alle
Bucher mit Versand und Verkauf duch Amazon.Compra Imaginative Sex. SPEDIZIONE GRATUITA su ordini
idonei.Imaginative Sex presents some of Normans own philosophy, his own views on a number of matters, especially in
the area of relationships between men and
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